Wednesday May 20 2015
3.30pm

THE COURAGE OF PEACEWOMEN
from the 1920s to the end of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} world war

UNIVERSITA ROMA TRE
Aula Magna del Rettorato
Via Ostiense 169 (Metro B, fermata S.Paolo)

Introduction: Professor Francesca CANTU

Antonia Baraldini Sani
Introduction to the lecture of testimonies by Maria Grazia SURIANO (author of the book “women, peace and non-violence between the two wars”)

(President WILPF Italy)

Maria Susanna GARRONI (Roma3): Beyond internationalism – “WILPF and its cosmic patriotism”

Gigliola TALLONE (author of the book “Virginia Tango Piatti Agar – una vita per la pace”)

Raffaela PODREIDER Rosa Genoni

Daniela ROSSINI (Roma 3) The interventionists from CNDI and the elaboration of a feminist myth of the great war

Elisabetta ZAMPINI Ida Vassalini

Anna SCARANTINO Maria Bajocco Remiddi

Laura MOSCHINO (Roma 3) Peace education with litterature : Charlotte Perkins Gilman

DEBATE

9 pm THEATER PLAY

“Le figlie dell’Epoca” from Roberta BIAGERELLI

International Women’s house, via della Lungara 19